
 

Health Information Privacy and Management Act (HIPMA) 

Frequently Asked Questions by Custodians 

 

Can my clients or patients request their personal health information from me? 

Yes.  Your clients or your patients have the right to examine or receive a copy of their personal 
health information that is in your custody or control.  They can make this request under HIPMA 
but they must make it in writing unless you agree otherwise. 

If you receive an application that is incomplete, you are required to offer assistance to the client 
or patient in completing it.  This includes asking for more details to identify the personal health 
information requested. 

If, after having made a request under HIPMA, you don’t reply or the client or patient is not 
satisfied with your reply, they can file a complaint with our Office. 

 

How much time do I have to provide a response to a request for personal health information? 

You are required to process the request within 30 days unless meeting that timeline would 
seriously interfere with your operations or you need to consult with someone about the request.  
You can take more time but no more than an additional 60 days.  In that case, you must give the 
client or your patient reasons for the delay and let them know when they can expect a response.  
You must also inform them that they can make a complaint to our Office. 

If you do not respond to a request within the time limit, this is considered as a refusal to provide 
the information and the client or patient can file a complaint with us. 
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Can I charge a fee for providing access to personal health information? 

Yes.  You may charge $9 for each 15 minutes spent processing an access to personal health 
information request made by an individual.  However, HIPMA restricts you from charging this fee 
to the individual for the first two hours each calendar year. 

You may charge $0.25 for each photocopy you make or the actual cost of using another medium, 
such as a removable storage device, on which you provide a copy.  You may also charge the actual 
cost of shipping the records to the person who requested them.  You must provide an estimate of 
the fees if you are requested to do so. 

You cannot charge for a record containing information about who has accessed personal health 
information that you have stored in an electronic information system.  This record is referred to in 
HIPMA as a ‘record of user activity’. 

You cannot charge for transferring an individual’s personal health information to a new health 
care provider who performs substantially similar functions as you if it is reasonable to expect you 
will no longer be providing health care to this individual. 

 

How do I properly respond to a request for health information? 

When you receive a request, you must do one of the following: 

1. make the personal health information available for examination at your office, 
2. provide a copy of the personal health information, or 
3. inform the client or patient that you are refusing to allow access to the information and 

provide your reasons for doing so. 

At times, you may have legitimate reasons not to release a record or certain information within it.  
If there is a legitimate reason to refuse access under HIPMA, you are still required to grant access 
to as much of the record as possible.  This means you may sever the information in question and 
provide the remaining record to the person who requested it. 

If your client or patient asks, you must help to clarify any word in the record that is unintelligible 
and explain any term, code, or abbreviation. 

 

What happens if a complaint is filed about my response to a request? 

If your client or patient files a complaint with our Office in relation to your handling of their access 
to personal health information request, the Information and Privacy Commissioner (IPC) may 
consider or refuse to consider the complaint.  If she agrees to consider it, then someone from our 
Office will contact you to provide a summary of the complaint, as well as a summary of the 
procedure we will use to consider it. 
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The complaint provisions in HIPMA are very broad.  HIPMA authorizes ‘any person’ to make a 
complaint to the IPC “if the person reasonably believes that a custodian has failed to comply with 
[HIPMA] or the regulations.” 

As such, a person can make a complaint to the IPC for any non-compliance with HIPMA including 
improper collection, use, disclosure, disposal, destruction or breach of personal health 
information, even if it is not their own. 

For advice about your responsibilities under HIPMA, contact the Office of the IPC. 

 

Who do I contact for advice about my responsibilities under HIPMA? 

The Information and Privacy Commissioner has authority under HIPMA to provide advice to 
custodians about their responsibilities under HIPMA and to promote best practices. 

To obtain advice, please contact us. 

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner 
 Suite 201, 211 Hawkins Street  
 Whitehorse, Yukon  Y1A 1X3 
 Ph: 867-667-8468  Toll free: 1-800-661-0408 ext. 8468 

The Office is open between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. from Monday to Friday. 

 

Is the Information and Privacy Commissioner part of Government? 

No.  The Information and Privacy Commissioner (IPC) is an independent officer of the Yukon 
Legislative Assembly and is, therefore, not part of the Yukon Government. 

In Yukon, the IPC is the same person as the Ombudsman and the Public Interest Disclosure 
Commissioner.  For more information about these roles, visit the Offices’ website at: 
http://www.ombudsman.yk.ca. 

The IPC is responsible to monitor compliance with HIPMA and the Access to Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act (ATIPP). 

ATIPP applies to Yukon public bodies, such as Yukon Government departments.  HIPMA applies to 
custodians, as defined in the Act and regulations. 

The IPC has a number of responsibilities under these Acts and has broad authority to investigate 
complaints made, including the power to compel production of records and witnesses.  Under 
HIPMA, the IPC has adjudicative authority.  This means she can make findings of fact and law that 
are binding on custodians.  At the conclusion of an adjudication, called a ‘consideration’ under 
HIPMA, she has the authority to recommend any remedy she determines appropriate. 

http://www.ombudsman.yk.ca/
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